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Descriptive Summary

Collection Title: Philip Fein Collection,
Date (inclusive): ca. 1945-1968
Collection Number: 1964-1
Creator: Fein, Philip
Extent: 3 boxes, 4 card file boxes
Repository: Environmental Design Archives.
College of Environmental Design.
University of California, Berkeley.
Berkeley, California
Abstract: Contains primarily black and white photographs and negatives of architectural interior and exterior views, as well as landscapes.
Physical location: For current information on the location of these materials, please consult the library’s online catalog.
Language: English.
Access
Collection is open for research.

Publication Rights
All requests for permission to publish, reproduce, or quote from materials in the collection should be discussed with the Curator.

Preferred Citation
Acquisition Information
The collection was acquired in 1964.

Access Points
Architecture--California.
Landscape architecture--California.
Architectural photography--California.
Photographers--California.

Biography
Philip Fein was an architectural photographer working primarily during the 1950s and 60s in California. He photographed both residential and commercial buildings, and landscapes. Based on the records, it appears that he was exclusively contracted by firms to document architectural sites.

Scope and Contents Note
The Fein collection consists primarily of black and white photographs and negatives, but includes some color transparencies. Images depict interior and exterior views as well as landscapes. Architects and landscape architects represented in the collection include Thomas Church, Douglas Baylis, Clarence Tantau, Frederick Langhorst, and William Wurster. An index to the collection is available in the archives.

Project Index
The following is a list of projects from the Fein Collection. For more complete information about collection contents for each project, as well as shelf location and microfilming status, download the complete Project Index in an Excel spreadsheet format by going to http://www.ced.berkeley.edu/cedarchives/pindex/fein.xls . For instructions on interpreting the Project Index, see The Guide to the Project Index at http://www.ced.berkeley.edu/cedarchives/pindex/guide.htm .

The project list below, derived from the Project Index, is arranged alphabetically by Project/Client Name and contains information, where available, about the location, date, project type, and collaborators for each project in the collection. The Fein Collection project records consist of photographs and negatives.

Project/Client Name (location, date, project type) Collaborator (role)

- * Alameda Clinic Bldg. (Oakland, CA; n.d.; medical) Collaborator: Anderson, Arthur (architect)
- * Allemany Housing Project (San Francisco, CA; 1956; residential) Collaborator: Pleuger, Milton (architect)
- * Alta Terra Tract House (Santa Maria, CA; 1956; residential) Collaborator: Kirby, D. B. (architect)
- * American Forest Products (San Francisco, CA; 1956; commercial) Collaborator: Culbertson, T. (architect)
- * Anderson (unknown; 1943; residential) Collaborator: Rice, William (architect)
- * Bailey (unknown; n.d.; residential)
- * Baker Shoe Store (San Francisco, CA; 1947; commercial) Collaborator: Gruen & Krummech (architect)
- * Baker Shoe Store, remodel (San Francisco, CA; 1952; commercial) Collaborator: Gruen & Krummech (original architect)
- * Bakersfield Memorial Hospital (Bakersfield, CA; 1956; medical) Collaborator: Stone & Mulloy (architect)
- * Bally Shoe (unknown; 1958; commercial) Collaborator: Werner, Frank Co.
- * Bank of America (Sacramento, CA; 1960; commercial) Collaborator: Wurster, Bernardi, & Emmons (architect)
- * Beckman, roof garden (San Francisco, CA; 1948; residential)
- * Belmont Fire House (Belmont, CA; 1956; governmental) Collaborator: Stone & Mulloy
- * Berkeley High School Auditorium (Berkeley, CA; 1950; educational) Collaborator: Gutierrez, John (architect)
- * Berkeley Parks Department: Yacht Harbor & Outdoor Arena (Berkeley, CA; n.d.; recreational)
- * Bloom, Sam (unknown; 1953; residential) Collaborator: [Stauffacher, J.]
- * Blower (unknown; n.d.)
- * Blums - Macy's (San Francisco, CA; 1955; commercial)
- * Bon Air Market (Greenbrae, CA; n.d.; commercial) Collaborator: Gruen, Victor & Associates (architect)
- * Bribacher Wheeler (Berkeley, CA; 1951; commercial)
• Broadmoor Hotel, pool (Colorado Springs, CO; 1948; commercial) Collaborator: Burnham Hoyt (architect)
• Century Savings & Loans, remodel (Santa Monica, CA; 1955; commercial) Collaborator: Kropnick & Assoc? (architect)
• Clay Brick & Tile [see Marina Library]
• Coleman (San Rafael, CA; 1948; residential)
• Conrich, Lloyd (unknown; 1949; residential) Collaborator: Conrich, Lloyd (architect)
• Coop Market (Wheat Creek, CA; 1958; commercial) Collaborator: [Yeiaso, Hashero?]
• Crocker First National Bank (Oakland, CA; 1952; commercial) Collaborator: Pfleuger, Milton (architect)
• Davidson (Reno, NV; 1948; residential)
• Dibble, garden and steps (unknown; 1948; residential) Collaborator: Anderson (landscape arch.)
• Dole, test kitchen (San Francisco, CA; 1948; commercial)
• Dows Prairie School (Arcata, CA; 1958; educational) Collaborator: Van Bourg, Mitchell, & Assoc. (architect)
• Dunhill, A., store (San Francisco, CA; 1962; commercial)
• East Bay Franklin Street Telephone Building (Oakland, CA; 1949; commercial) Collaborator: Thomsen & Wilson (architect)
• Eastman Medical Building (San Francisco, CA; 1948; medical) Collaborator: Raney, William (architect)
• Edward's Begonia Room (San Francisco, CA; 1946; residential)
• Eichler Home (Palo Alto, CA; ca. 1951-1952; residential) Collaborator: Anshen & Allen (architect)
• Eisenhood (Sacramento, CA; 1947; residential)
• El Dorado, remodel (Oakland, CA; 1952; residential)
• Electrical Workers Union #6 (San Francisco, CA; 1956; commercial) Collaborator: Pittsburg Plate Glass (vendor)
• Elkins, Frances Company: Gourmet Shop, Elkins Sunroom, Coleman Lanai, Cypress Painters Club (Monterey, Carmel, CA; 1951; residential, commercial, recreational) Collaborator: Elkins, Frances (decorator)
• Elkins, Frances Company: Weil House, Claremont Club, Roos Bros. Entrance (San Francisco, CA; 1951; residential, commercial, recreational) Collaborator: Elkins, Frances (decorator)
• "El Patio" [see Moore, Mrs., estate] (unknown, ; ;)
• Ershine, Graham (Reno, NV; 1948; residential) Collaborator: Eshrine, Graham (architect)
• Eureka Federal Savings (San Francisco, CA; 1956; commercial) Collaborator: Cunneen (bank desingers)
• Farmer's Insurance Building (Fresno, CA; 1952; commercial) Collaborator: [McBean, Gladding]
• Ferrari (Vallejo, CA; 1956; residential) Collaborator: Lillis, Dean (architect)
• First Congregational Church (Redwood City, CA; 1958; religious) Collaborator: Jones, Kingsford (architect)
• First Congregational Church (Palo Alto, CA; 1957; religious) Collaborator: Bolton, White & Hermann (architect)
• First Federal Savings & Loans (Alhambra, CA; 1956; commercial) Collaborator: Bank Bldg. Equipment Corp.
• First Western Bank (Crescent City, CA; n.d.; commercial)
• Fourot (San Francisco, CA; n.d.; residential)
• Frank Stout Interior Design (unknown; n.d.; commercial)
• Gallo Gardens (Modesto, CA; 1947; residential) Collaborator: Church, Thomas (landscape arch.)
• Garden (nr Claremont Hotel) (Berkeley, CA; 1947; commercial) Collaborator: Rucher, N. (architect)
• General Petroleum Building (San Mateo, CA; 1954; commercial)
• Gilmore, David, remodel (San Leandro, CA; 1947; residential) Collaborator: Langhorst, Fred (architect)
• Gleeson Library [see University of California]
• Goepnner (San Francisco, CA; 1945; residential) Collaborator: Appleton & Wolford (architect)
• Grande (San Rafael, CA; 1951; residential) Collaborator: Reimers, Fred (architect)
• Grayson's (San Francisco, CA; 1946; commercial) Collaborator: Gruen & Krummeh (architect)
• Great Western Savings (Los Angeles, CA; 1956; commercial)
• Groy, Nathan (Orinda, CA; 1945-1946; residential)
• H.J. Heinz Company (Tracy, CA; 1946; industrial) Collaborator: Skidmore, Owings, & Merrill (architect)
• * Hammarburg (Berkeley, CA; 1946; residential) Collaborator: Hammarburg, Paul (architect)
• * Hawkins (Berkeley, CA; 1948; residential) Collaborator: Kitchen & Hunt (architect)
• * Hoffman, Ernst (Ross, CA; 1948; residential) Collaborator: McWilliams, John (architect)
• * Holiday Lodge Garden Motel (San Francisco, CA; 1955; commercial) Collaborator: Hertzka & Knowles (architect)
• * Industrial Indemnity Building (Fresno, CA; 1958; commercial) Collaborator: White & Herman (architect)
• * Jacob (Marin County, CA; 1951; residential) Collaborator: Appleton & Wolford (architect)
• * Johnson & Johnson (Palo Alto, CA; 1955; commercial) Collaborator: Ward & Bolles? (architect)
• * Joseph Magnin (Stanford, CA; 1955; commercial) Collaborator: Fink & Schindler (architect)
• * Joseph Magnin (Palo Alto, CA; 1946; commercial) Collaborator: Gruen & Krummech (architect)
• * Kaiser Foundation Hospital (Walnut Creek, CA; 1953; medical) Collaborator: Mayhew, C.
• * King Saud University (unbuilt) (unknown; 1958; educational) Collaborator: Bolles, John (architect)
• * Kochen, garden (Sacramento or Fresno, CA; 1947; residential)
• * Kohn (Denver, CO; 1948; residential) Collaborator: Hornbern, Victor (architect)
• * Laguna Honda Hospital (San Francisco, CA; 1948; medical) Collaborator: Ciampi, Mario (architect)
• * Leo Meyberg Building (unknown; 1951; commercial) Collaborator: Ward & Bolles (architect)
• * Leo Meyberg Company (unknown; 1950; industrial)
• * Lindstrom (Healdsburg, CA; 1943-1944; residential) Collaborator: Corbett, Mario (architect)
• * Los Corritos School (unknown; 1950; educational) Collaborator: Reid, John Lyon (architect)
• * Lutheran Bethel Church (San Francisco, CA; n.d.; residence) Collaborator: Johnson, Dr. Schroeder (architect)
• * MacDonald (Salt Lake City, UT; 1948; residential) Collaborator: MacDonald (architect)
• * MacWilliams (San Francisco, CA; 1948; residential)
• * Mendocino Hospital (Mendocino, CA; 1956; medical) Collaborator: Stone & Mulloy (architect)
• * Modesto Irrigation District Building (Modesto, CA; 1956; governmental) Collaborator: Van Bourg, M. (architect)
• * Moore Hall [see Stanford University]
• * Moore, Mrs. Estate ("El Patio") (Atherton, CA; 1949; residential) Collaborator: English, Gratton (architect)
• * Mt. Harmon, retreat (Santa Cruz, CA; 1948; residential) Collaborator: Smith, Don (architect)
• * Neilson (Crescent City, CA; 1956; residential) Collaborator: Fingado & Kern (architect)
• * Nichols, addition remodel (unknown; 1947; residential) Collaborator: Wurster, William (architect), Church, Thomas (landscape arch.)
• * Noe (Salt Lake City, NV; 1948; residential)
• * Nunn Bush Store, remodel (San Francisco, CA; 1955; commercial) Collaborator: Hertzka & Knowles (architect)
• * Oakland Flower Show (Oakland, CA; 1945; commercial)
• * Old Poodle Dog Restaurant (San Francisco, CA; 1958; commercial)
• * Pacific School, (photo of model) (unknown; 1956; educational) Collaborator: Schmidts, Hardman, & Wong (architect)
• * Palo Alto City Hall (Palo Alto, CA; 1953; governmental)
• * Parkside Library (San Francisco, CA; 1951; educational) Collaborator: Appleton & Wolford (architect)
• * Parrish Residence (Salt Lake City, NV; 1948; residential)
• * Parson, patio (unknown; 1947; residential)
• * Peninsula Medical Building (Burlingame, CA; 1956; medical) Collaborator: Stone & Mulloy (architect)
• * Potter (unknown; 1941; residential) Collaborator: Corbett, Mario (architect)
• * Presbyterian Church (San Francisco, CA; 1948; religious) Collaborator: Raney, William (architect)
• * Prisinzano (Sacramento, CA; 1948; residential) Collaborator: Baranetto & Thomas (architect)
• * Rancho Foods [see Rutz Garden]
• * Reid (unknown; 1945; residential) Collaborator: Lang, Fred (architect)
• * Rheem, Richard, garden (Orinda, CA; 1947; residential) Collaborator: Church, Thomas (landscape arch.)
• * Rose, Stuart (Sausalito, CA; 1945; residential)
• * Rutz Garden (San Francisco Peninsula, CA; 1947; residential) Collaborator: Bayliss, Doug (landscape arch.)
• * Sailors Union of the Pacific Building (San Francisco, CA; 1950; commercial) Collaborator: Merchant, William G. (architect)
• * Saks Fifth Avenue (San Francisco, CA; 1952; commercial) Collaborator: Beckett, Welton (architect)
• * San Mateo Fiesta (San Mateo, CA; 1947; residential) Collaborator: Bayliss, Doug (landscape arch.)
• * San Mateo Flower Show (San Mateo, CA; 1948; commercial)
• * San Ramon Valley Church (San Ramon, CA; 1958; religious)
• * Schoenholz, Paula (Mill Valley, CA; 1951; residential) Collaborator: Appleton & Wolford (architect)
• * Seaside Hospital (Crescent City, CA; 1957; medical) Collaborator: Fingado & Kern (architect)
• * Shattuck, Louise (Juneau, AK; 1958; residential)
• * Shirball (Los Angeles, CA; 1943; residential) Collaborator: Anderson, Paul (architect)
• * Shriners Hospital, addition (San Francisco, CA; 1959; medical) Collaborator: Stone & Mulloy (architect)
• * Slade, apartment (San Francisco, CA; 1948; residential)
• * Smith, Sewall (Lafayette, CA; 1945-1946; residential) Collaborator: Smith, Sewall (architect)
• * Somers, George, apartment, remodel (San Francisco, CA; 1948; residential)
• * Sommer & Kaufman Shoe Store (Palo Alto, CA; 1956; commercial) Collaborator: Gaidano, Mario (architect)
• * Spight, Lindsay (Orinda, CA; 1946; residential)
• * St. John's School (San Francisco, CA; 1958; educational) Collaborator: Buckley, Vincent (architect)
• * St. Stephens Church (Sacramento, CA; 1960; religious)
• * Stanford University: Moore Hall (Palo Alto, CA; 1957; educational) Collaborator: Pfueger, Milton (architect)
• * University of California (UC): Student Union Building (Davis, CA; 1957; educational) Collaborator: Confer & Willis (architect)
• * UC: Gleeson Library (San Francisco, CA; 1950; educational) Collaborator: Pfueger, Milton (architect)
• * Unidentified: schools and churches (unknown; 1956; religious, educational) Collaborator: Wagner, Walter (architect)
• * Unidentified: churches (San Mateo, San Jose, CA; 1948; religious) Collaborator: Johnson, Alfred (architect)
• * Unidentified: garden (unknown; 1948; residential) Collaborator: Anderson (landscape arch.)
• * Unidentified: garden (Berkeley, CA; 1948; residential) Collaborator: Joffe, Ruthe (landscape arch)
• * Unidentified: gardens (unknown; 1948; residential) Collaborator: Anderson & Maturin (landscape arch.)
• * Unidentified: gardens (unknown; 1949; residential) Collaborator: Richardson, Louise (writer)
• * Unidentified: residence (unknown; n.d.; residential)
• * Unidentified: residence and pool house, remodel (unknown; 1945; residential) Collaborator: Clark, Harvey Park (architect)
• * Unidentified: street (unknown; n.d.; residential)
• * United Market (San Rafael, CA; 1959; commercial) Collaborator: Van Der Ploeger (architect)
• * van der Los Kitchen (unknown; 1944; residential)
• * von Winkle, Richard (Salt Lake City, UT; 1948; residential) Collaborator: MacDonald (architect)
• * Watkins (Piedmont, CA; 1951; residential) Collaborator: Kitchen & Hunt (architect)
• * Weaver, Don (Piedmont, CA; 1947; residential) Collaborator: [Tantau & Wallace] (architect)
• * Weinstein, office (San Francisco, CA; 1955; medical) Collaborator: Hertzka & Knowles (architect)
• * Yacht Harbor & Outdoor Arena [see Berkeley Parks Dept.]
• * Yerba Buena Housing Development (San Francisco, CA; 1956; residential)